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Kaufleuten 

"Posh Partying"

The Kaufleuten (merchants) is the hot spot for Zurich's rich and beautiful.

Admission into this melange of lounge, bar, restaurant and disco will

inevitably involve a little queuing. Its dance floor has a heavy emphasis on

the theatrical and has an atmospheric ambiance. Entry into the affiliated

gallery is limited to those with a special members card, which is rather

difficult to acquire. Should you fancy pulling up a pew (a rather

comfortable wooden stool) making a reservation is a good plan. The room

is characterized by a charming water-filled copper kettle; the candles and

roses floating in it are ambient and delightful, arranged in no particular

order, whilst the nearby aquarium creates a seventies look. Throughout

the Kaufleuten there seems to be a common theme - 'see and be seen'.

There are differing opening hours for the different parts of this

establishment.

 +41 44 225 3300  www.kaufleuten.com/  info@kaufleuten.com  Pelikanstrasse 18, Zurich
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Plaza Klub 

"Groove to the Music"

Party till the sun comes up at one of the most wildest and rocking clubs in

the city- Plaza Klub Zurich. Located in district 3, this hip club attracts

denizens from all around town; and you will get to rub shoulders with like-

minded local partygoers. Line-up includes local and international DJs and

artists. Concerts, burlesque parties and theme nights are a regular. For

current and upcoming schedule check out website.

 +41 44 542 9090  www.plaza-zurich.ch/nu/e

vents/event_list/

 info@plaza-zurich.ch  Badenerstrasse 109, Zurich
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Club X-TRA 

"Party All Night"

To experience the nightlife of Zurich, spend an eventful evening at Club X-

TRA. With its eclectic line-up of concerts, DJ nights and themed parties,

this sophisticated club attracts party revellers in town. The energy is

always upbeat as there are regular live acts by several national and

international artists for the raving crowd. Club X-TRA boasts a big hall,

lounges, a foyer area and a restaurant; each tastefully decorated and well-

equipped with great lighting and acoustics to adapt to any kind of event.

All in all, one can be assured to have a memorable time at Club X-TRA.

 +41 44 448 1500  www.x-tra.ch/en/  info@x-tra.ch  Limmatstrasse 118, Zurich
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Hive 

"Buzzworthy Club"

If you want to have a fun-filled night out, the Hive Club on Geroldstrasse

Street is where you should be headed. With upbeat techno and house

music as well as eclectic dance tunes, it’s easy to let your hair down and

dance the night away. The crowd is young and cheerful and adds to the

lively atmosphere. Keep a look out for their live music events and dive into

the vibrant, buzzing place.

 +41 44 271 1210  www.hiveclub.ch/  info@hiveclub.ch  Geroldstrasse 5, Zurich
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Supermarket 

"Super Fun"

Supermarket came into existence in 1998 and is now counted among the

best places for fabulous techno/house music. The club is forever

throbbing with electronic music, with its underground interiors swelling

with excited youngsters. Built inside a building which was once a car

garage, this pulsating nightclub, with rustic brick walls and spacious

interiors, is your place to be if your a party addict and enjoy grooving to

Electronic music.

 +41 44 440 2005  www.supermarket.li/  contact@supermarket.li  Geroldstrasse 17, Zurich
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Alice Choo 

"Upscale Vibe"

Found in the vibrant Kreis 5 neighborhood, Alice Choo welcomes social

butterflies with a ritzy vibe to enjoy a memorable night in Zurich. The

nightclub offers an eclectic program of DJ specials and other well-curated

performances. Alongside, it is also an elegant dining destination serving

an authentic blend of Asian flavors. The food menu ranges from barbecue

plates of beef tataki to simple yet delicious miso soups and steamed

dumplings. Japanese food items like sashimi done in the traditional as

well as a creative way also find mention in their delectable menu. Taking it

a notch higher, Alice features an interesting selection of wines, craft

cocktails and sakes (Japanese wine) that form a perfect symphony with

their culinary offerings.

 +41 44 448 1111  alice-choo.ch/  welcome@alice-choo.ch  Limmatstrasse 275, Zurich

 by ricardorv30   

Aubrey 

"Trendy Club"

Enjoy an exclusive night at Aubrey where food, drink and music collide to

maximize your clubbing experience. Dance the night away to the beats of

international DJs with a line-up of artists and live musicians hosted

through the week. The menu features classics like club sandwiches and

beef tenderloin, along with Mediterranean-influenced appetizers and

tapas. Select from Swiss beers on tap, regional wines, inventive cocktails,

coffee or juices to go with the seasonal and limited fare. The glamorous

setting dazzles with chandeliers and the luminescence of elegant decor.

 +41 44 440 0020  www.aubrey.ch/  info@aubrey.com  Schiffbaustrasse 10, Zurich
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